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Objective_

Convince all students—not just art or history students—that 
visiting museums and galleries can help them step out of 
their daily lives and get a new perspective on the world. For 
some, it might be about inspiration. For others, museums 
and galleries can offer a chance to relax and reset, or a 
fresh place to socialise. 



Target Audience_

“A VISIT TO A GALLERY ONCE IN A 
WHILE, STIMULATES MY CREATIVITY”

Sue, 19 –Volley Player, Arts and Design 
Student

Sue always goes to museums and galleries to 
find inspiration for her projects or to relax and 
ease her busy mind.



_Target Audience

”Visiting Museums helped me zone 
out.”

Brian, 19 –Automotive Engineering Student

Brian used to associate galleries and museums  
with boredom, and would not usually be 
interested in visiting them.



Insights_

• Recent research commissioned by Art Fund 
showed that museums and galleries are an 
untapped resource in the UK’s battle against 
stress and anxiety. 

• Actively investing in our leisure time—
taking 30 minutes a day—is beneficial to 
managing the stresses of modern life. 

• The better your visual content is, the more 
customers will engage – The previous successes 
“Pokemon GO” showed us the brand 
engagement could be boosted with a direct 
interaction between the brand and customers

INTERACTIVE



Strategy_

• Treasure Hunt all over the UK

• Map catered to major UK cities

• Challenge accessible through the app



Challenges_ _Rewards
• Free Yoga Classes

• Spa Sessions

• Headspace Subscription

• Mental Health and 
Wellbeing games

• Student ArtPass

We have created a set of 
challenges to include 
most of the 
museums/galleries in a 
journey .
The challenges are
thought-provoking,
entertaining and made
to awake curiosity.



Museums_ _Activation



Rewards list, check rewards for individual challenges

Check your journey along the way

The actual map, you can either select your 
challenge, live track your progress, interact with the 
objectives and objects on the map.

MINDMAP_ CHALLENGE button, activate the 
map/camera for your challenges



Personal Profile

Track your progress on each and individual challenge

Claim your rewards 
(Digital/Physical)

Every time you refresh, you’ll get a quote 
regarding wellbeing/mindfulness

Purchase Button for ArtPass



Digital Ads_

Directly interact with 
the ad, by scanning 
it like a QR code



Print Ads_

Scan here 
Or visit
Artfund.org/Mindmap



Any Questions?_


